The redistricting guidelines should only factor in legal citizens...not those here illegally or convicted felons... and these guidelines should also apply to voting regulations... one can make the case that our immigration laws are archaic and out of touch....I agree...well, we have plenty of federal representation who have been in dc for decades, from both political parties, including a president who has been there for 47 years, who have only pandered to lobbyists and special interests and not done a damn thing to streamline and make legal immigration reasonable and fair...so until the feds get off the dole and get something done that is fair and legal regarding immigration, redistricting AND voter registration must be done according to the constitution, which gives SOLE power to state representatives and senators...Not to some obscure judge, governor or Secretary of State ...I don’t care how they do it in California or New York...if you like the way they do it there, move